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PROCESS

I scoured available Sources at inhumation

↳ client reported obstacles in the

Sales process
↳ client reported goals for the website

build

↳ Sales decks from client

↳ GZ product reviews

↳ google search . . .

"

Symphony vs. Competitor
"

↳ created product t website competitive

matrices to Orient myself with user /

Client priorities
↳ redefining current personas

↳ analyzing data
Tom tlubspot and

Google
site

↳ flteved out all
users from

main



PERSONA EXPLORATION

- Symplicity Recruit is for employees locking
to hire early talent ( new grads) .

•

Posting jobs is a tree function
.

however they must sign up
- Premium offering allows users features like

a searchable resume database

v



SYMPLICITY 90% ot

COMPETITORS market
shave !

① HANDSHAKE
}

-
-
- -

l move 42

QUOTES from GZ ( reviews

" I dislike the pricing at the
I Tran
' Symplicity

platform the most .
"

l
- - - -

-

"
. . . thing that I dislike

the most about

tne website is the tact that it takes a learning

curve . . .
it took me a few attempts to get the

exact + Heung that I desired
"

" I like how it syndicates won multiple

schools seamlessly
"

" Handshake recommends

career tiers and recruiting
sessions. . . If you are

considering 1- landshake ,

definitely consider it it

Integrates well wth other

social networks
"



first glance ,

② Grad Leaders site locks

outdated↳ didn't rank

w/ Symphony on GZ

Cv captevva

QUOTES from GZ

"

Ul is kind of chunky . its not as

Intuitive as it could be but most people will

be the
"

"
The support team is unresponsive and unhelpful .

It seems like we are just a CLE signand

bait isn't big dollars they don't care about us .

"

" This is a no -brainer for any company locking
to attract talent from the top MBA programs
in the would

"

u I don't like that I can't schedule appts
.

directly in Grad
Leaders. I like that I can

track into about employers and students in the

same place .
"



I
@ trust glance ,
I
site branding locks③ 12 Twenty

1 Similar to
↳ didn't rank

\ Symplicty
w/ Symphony on GZ \

✗ Saas/
Cv Captevva

-
gradients)

QUOTES from GZ
\
- -

-

"
I like best . . . the current look at the platform .

Tre ease at using + Hers to search foropportunitiesand students. The case ct keeping

employer notes and
contacts all in Cne place .

' '

" It would be great it students
could beceive

nctrlcatrcns it a job posting or into session that
fits with their preterences has been added

to

the platform
"

"It is definitely a user-friendly platform
that would provide great resources and tools
to your company .

"

"

Interview scheduling and management

could be improved
"



SYMPLICITY }
incentivized

reviews
QUOTES from Gz

F

"

setting up tire process is a
little lengthy

hut Ucutny.
"

"

Requires more personalization and initial

understanding on how to use .

"

"
students directly get to tilter

the best

entry level opportunities posted tovtnem .

"

TOP OBJECTIONS in sales process

① don't have the Schock they care to post in

network

② wanting to be able to search resume

database ott of different
titers

that are not available



So it seems like filters are very

Important , but an identified weakness

for Recruit is undifferentiated branding

BRANDINGPRODUCTCOMPETITIVE
µ.HR
" LinkedIn Handshake

l2Tuent4

Ei Symplicity

§

¥
¥

Grad

Leaders

So
, what makes Simplicity

Recruit

unique candidatesstand-out ?



WEBSITECOMPETITIVEMAT
12
'+

EASY TO USE

Handshake

Symphcity

E

É
U

J 12twenty
¥ Grad

Leaders



SYMPLICITY

STAR STATS

3M 77% book
total at top active

jobs global unis employers

84 /too 9s/too
top US fortune 100

law schools companies

99-1.
at students

have searchable

resumes



these unique candidates are a big deal !

•

coming from elite schools not cn Handshake ,

like Harvard and Yale

>

minority / underserved populations

so what is just so different from

Handshake ?

•

Sympli city Recruit builds long term

let hips , not just driving up revenue

trim as many employees as possible

°

Symphccty protects student data

• Symplicity has an exclusive network -

what makes these candidates so attractive ?

• Gives students a choice to opt - in

Simplicity Recruit
otters an authentic .

Under

human experience focused on quality + represented
people



HUBS POT + GOOGLE

ANALYTICS

knowing that conversion rate is the client 's

#7- KPI is conversion rate, I decided to

dive into their tlubspot Forms reports.

PRIMARY CTA FORM -
Premium

offerings LP
Jan I 21

'

- Jan I 22
'

Are these

dates
?

oh:*
"

0
,

why the

HUGEdecrease
?



Primarily new

contacts are

submitting this

form - is Premium

the topottering?

or signing up first ?

tloueev . . .
it appears that many users who

submitted the form were not employers

but STUDENTS looking for jobs !

Do we

need a

devoted form

for students ?



In conclusion . . .

users are/locking Tv. . - diverse talent
f - geographic based

recruiting opportunities
-

nonprofits
-

clear explanation at
-

employers pricing model

- students
- into on what schools

- law firms Sump linty Recruit is

- healthcare connected cuts

- clear understanding at

the premium uttering

-

candidate qualifications
and experiences

- details about the

database

- how to switch to

premium



GOOGLE

Demographics : Overview
Jan I 21

'

- Jan 122
'

AGE
- 18 - 24 implies

that many students

are using the

service



SITEMAP RESEARCH

Competitor Navigations

Students Employers Career Centers

Login

Who's CareerOver How it

tips
sign

view works Hiring up

NOTES

- Awesome UX ! Why ? It answers key questions

users may have.

•

Folder navigation was
kind of invisible, though

- Who are Handshake 's users ?

↳ students are #I

↳ employers come second

Let's take a lock @ their employer

navigation !



( Locks very SaaS !

✓

Request
Overview Solutions Products Customers Resources more into

1

Brand core

I 1

Premium - Candidate 1T
Source

Hub A
( I

± is
Engage Campaigns →

4- ) 1

" { µ, my,µi ☒
↳ ( M

n☒ Diversity + 1201
Inclusion

Interesting ! I'd be very curious
to learn

more about why this didn't follow the same UX

strategy as students ( answering key questions
users may have . ] Is this more effective?

Let's look at a few other competitors.



Schedule a

Demo

Employers
Career
Center

Students Resources About

Looks pretty standard , but it doesnt

make me feel like the answers can be on

the pages . Are there products ? Are there

services ? Overall , it doesn't seem to

address user pain points in any way .

Let's go back to . . .

① How can
TOP OBJECTIONS in sales process

we address

① don't have the Schock they care to post in the raine
network

at Symplicity
② wanting to be able to search resume Recruit 's
database ott of different

titers
schools ?

that are not available

② And the valise

of Sympli city 's

available features
?

-
-



Current navigation psst . . red
__

CTA ! !

over
in

sign
view premium pricing FAQ Sign

up

☒ * a

✓ I 1-how are thesehow

significant ) we different ?

is this market - can

answer questions
should uetn on page content

pricing be upfront ?

Scope :S
site

Pgsideal navigation
- free 2 landing
- alacaote pgs

9- premium BOFU

quality GetOver
talent

solutions products
Try

view Free started

I
↳ ! ok I. b.

how it
- diverse

Use Ptemium Liou request more

works talent
cases external? Into LP

walk
- law

firms
through

now . . .
let's see some post uorkshop

results ! !



/ homepage )
sign in

thy user )

how it get a
work ,

solutions resource P'icing Free democenter

to

SMB

to

Enterprise
to.

Law

Talent

CONCLUSIONS

though I really wanted
to make the quality

talent value proposition really shine here
,

the client wanted a more traditional

approach leveraging common patterns. From a

UX perspective
-I totally agreed ! But the

research suggested that users are having

difficulty differentiating Recruit in a

market currently dominated by their competitor .



this approach still makes users Shine -

I will plan to work with our copywriter to

illuminate pain points on those user specific

pages to achieve similar goals !



CONTENT
STRATEGY

Home Page Workshop

- Recruit is an active approach to getting
students a job . Recruit stands out from

competitors because of the nurturing process
that goes into tree student 'sjourney .

THE PROCESS

↳ students utilize career Center in college t

rely on their institutions for guidance .

↳ Recruit leverages this relationship a/ the

university to tie student 's future jobs to

getting a job tied to their college
career

-

competitor Handshake is becoming like

LinkedIn - a huge pod otjchs, cutting
out student 's most trusted relationship



with their institution.

USER PAIN POINTS

TARGET AUDIENCE : EMPLOYERS

↳ short term employees or students who

don't really know what they want with their
career

↳ targeted approach rather than spray

and pray
= efficiency + accuracy within

talent pool

↳ fully digital access : global search resume

database with specific keywords for skills/

geography / graduation date

↳ meeting diversity ideals and initiatives

-

WHAT I ASSUMED . . . .

I knew the students were quality / unique,

but I didn't know Why ! I assumed



it was because of their background in

relation to geography, level at elitism

within the college ecosystem or their

origin story. I did ask the client about
experiences she knew about directly Tom

users/ customers and She shaved this :



Home Page V1 Sign In

How it solutions ✓ Resource Pricing Try Get a

works Center Free
Demo

Get Connected with

the Right Students Be

Request Demo Optional Link >

6 boot 70-1 . 10/10
million

active students
schools in avg email top law
network open rate schools

Client Client Client Client Client Client Client Client

Logo Logo Logo Logo Logo Logo Logo Logo

Cut Through the Clutter

Pain Point Pain Point Pain Point Pain Point

How it works >

Recruit Just For You
SMB
Enterprise
Law

Gain Access to

Ideal Employees
Request Demo



CONTENT
STRATEGY

How it works (Product overview)

• Types of talent you can get uitu
Recruit

for
① Current students

② Recent grads
→ ① internships

② co - ops

③ tan time
strengthened pipeline
from students learn- ngto ④ entry level

employment . positions
•

steps to take

① sign up for tree

② Account approval

③ Recruit quality talent ! !



• Features ( Premium)

- Global search (resumé database)

- Filterable ( geography, skills . grad date )

- Unlimited job posts
- Enhanced company branding
- Smart invites

↳ recruit runs through students who have

applied to similar positions / locations and

proactively sends candidates notifications at those

jobs . active recruitment '-1.1
.

70% open rate

USER PAIN POINTS

RECRUITMENT MANAGER
MACK

TIME TO HIRE / PROCESS

It this persona is most concerned with tilling

positions ,
it may be helpful to imply that

the spray and pray method is a Mme

waster since the candidate might

- have been targeted for tne wrong job

- not be qualified (not have speciiic edu)



- be applying for so many other jobs on another

network vainer than having the chance to

be nurtured by our network ( proactive
Smart invites)

- might be wasting time with a candidate who

has no demonstrated relationship with their

University / Held at study .

-

UP OF TALENT TERI

PERFORMANCE + SUCCESS OF NEW CANDIDATES

-

These employees win want the Comtat that

their candidates have demonstrated history of

working with their college 's career Center =

they have a demonstrated interest in

Inis field / being long term employees.

-

Recruits level ct student engagement
us

.

Spray and pray will be attractive to

them



-

SMB CEO CAN

MEETING CRIT CAL KPIS ON TIME

-

we may want to quickly illustrate fast truck to

posting jobs to Cam - different messaging team Tre

other personas

WHAT I ASSUMED . . . .

After Tre Brand Messaging Workshop (ran by

copywriter) was done. I realized that it may
tend to credibility by alluding to Symplicity 's

overall handle on the entire educational

ecosystem( rather than just Recruit .
)



How it Works (Product overview) sign in

How it solutions ✓ Resource Pricing Try Get a
Demo

Works Center Free

Recruit Top Talent with
a Customized Approach

Request Demo For Enterprise >

How it works

① Create your •

Free Account
• ② Quick Approval

③ connect to Top
•

Schools ④ Post Jens and

• Engage u/ Top Talent ! !

Fine Tune Your Search

Global Enhanced Smart Hybrid Targeted
Search Branding Invites Candidates Messaging

ENTERPRISE LINK >

Target Your Approach

Diversity Your Pipeline
DIVERSITY CASE STUDY LINK >

Save Time and

Resources

LINK to SMB >

Discover Ideal

Talent

Request Demo



MODULE LIST

① Hero - Left
,
Center

, ul video

② Testimonials

③ Logo Row

④ CTA Row

⑤ Icon / Stat cards

⑥ Lett Tabbev

⑦ Alternating content

⑧ Top Tabber

⑨ Pricing Table

④ Accordion Module

④ Timeline Module

④ Section Intro



CONTENT
STRATEGY

Solutions ( by User) > Enterprise ( Premium)

↳ DE & 1 goals are important for this group
↳ Recruit can reducetrmeandotto
Lire

[
I need to ask the client

↳
you can for numerical proof/

also scale quickly results for this claim !

↳
Campaigns is an

'

a la Carte otter ing for Premium and

non premium users. This makes me wonder

if the right target market is still enterprise /

premium or tou are users for this feature .



KEY BENEFITS

↳ Get strategic at your recruiting efforts
using Global search : search by grad date ,
skills , geography - - . what other +Hers?

↳ Get a larger Virtual reach

↳ Analytics gives you insight into engagement

and performance at your recruiting efforts

↳ Recruit team has strong experience in

recruiting →
"
we've been in your shoes

"

↳ Recruit otters a move personalized

experience for students , meaning you're

connecting with a more targeted/ qualified

pool at candidates. Not just anyone

can see these jobs ! ! only qualified !



↳ These users may want a more granular

breakdown at global search / diversity numbers .



Sign In
Solutions (by User ) > Enterprise (Premium)

How it solutions ✓ Resource Pricing Try Get a

works Center Free
Demo

Attract Truly Qualified

Talent

Request Demo

Tackle Common Challenges

Unqualified Lack of Limited Student Meeting D&l
Talent Support Engagement Initiatives

The Difference in Recruit 's

Approach

TOP TABBED W/ FEATURES ?

Target Your Approach
Filter ( Global Search)

Personalization

Smart Invites

Guaranteed Engagement

Branding
Events

Campaigns



Special thanks
to Becca Cheng
and the whole

New Breed

team !

and if you really liked

leading this, email me

@ miakerin@gmail.com
so we can talk about it :


